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An Early idea for this movie was to have a story that would work nicely
with the animation metamorphosis technique. Most films employing
this technique are usually presented in the two-dimensional painting
and drawing style. The story should provide an opportunity for
improvisation while animating.
The animation metamorphosis technique fascinates me in the way that shapes and
forms can transform. The initial idea for my project started with a sequence of different
places representing the journey of a man. This journey takes
place in the imagination of an artist who is also an architect.
The artist will afterward discover his true talents from a simple
tool-a pencil. (See Figure 1.)
character'^rfoldina
T'~ie 'clea ^ a Penc" come from mY earlier reading of a story
about a NASA project. One of the assignments on the project
was to develop a new writing tool to be used in outer space. After several unsuccessful
hi-technological tool inventions, a letter was sent to NASA from an elderly lady
suggesting using a pencil. NASA implemented this simple suggestion. The pencil is
a traditional tool, yet it is still as efficient as any advanced technology system. Today
technology might be overused and misused, while tradition, on the other hand,
might be overlooked because of a misguided belief that new technology is better.
Another issue addressed in my story reflects my personal life
experience; a man with an architectural background finds himself
enjoying drawing and painting more. At the end of my story, a harmony
is found between architecture and drawing and painting.
When I was involved with architecture, I realized my pleasure was always to interpret
my ideas of design through sketching. For each assignment, I found myself making
multiple perspective drawings of my subject. In terms of making a movie, that
concept might relate to the positioning of a camera to create multiple camera
angles.
My initial inspiration for animation was the realization that animation can be as
inventive as one's own imagination. Even though architecture typically deals with
three-dimensional space, I found myself becoming more fascinated with
two-
dimensional expression in animation. I was inspired by the review of a number of
short experimental and abstract-style animations by artists like Caroline Leaf (1 ), Piet
Kroon (2), and Paul Driessen (3).
I was particularly drawn to their unique styles and their imagination using the
metamorphosis technique in animation. In experimenting for myself, I found a great
flexibility and endless possibilities to improvise with fresh imagination during the
production stage.
True Nature is a combination of the metamorphosis technique and character
animation. The work is semi-autobiographical as it alludes to my architectural
experience in an animated world where I (the main character) seek a balance
between my artistic pursuits and the natural world. At the end of the movie, harmony
and balance of the two worlds are achieved.
1 . Caroline Leaf: The Street
2. Piet Kroon: T.R.A.N.S.I.T
3. Paul Driessen: Spotting a Cow
THE STORYBOARD DESIGN for True Nature
My initial idea was to enjoy free form/ organic/ sketchy drawing
through the metamorphosis style.
However, according to the story, there were to be different artistic styles addressed
in one movie. The movie essentially can be separated into three different parts. The
design in each of the three different parts was conceived to reflect the development





Spaces, forms, colors and
textures were studied from
_6ffLvT_v _i.rsl ,
landscape and architecture
photographs as well as from
, . Figure 2: A photograph of Figure 3: A storyboard sketch
various Styles of painting ana a |ree viewed from below from an original photograph
used as an example for of the tree. (See Figure 2.)
illustration. (See Figures 2 and storyboard study.
3.) I also referenced the Go/den SectionMean, which
is the classic formula that is used to find the standard
proportion in the design of visual art work.
(See Figure 4.)
True Nature, Part I: The geometric village
Figure 4 The Golden Section
mean.
This section of the work was
influenced by Cubist
painting. (See Figures 5 and
6. (Color schemes were
chosen to be in the dark
and hiah contrasting color
Fi9ure 5: A Cubist Painting Figure 6: Original storyboard
used as an example for sketch influenced by Cubist
atmospheres. Afterward,
creating storyboard. painting style.
color paletteswere arranged to keep all images within a certain scheme. Textures
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physical pencil stroke. The aspect ratio of the movie screen in Part I was constructed
in keeping with the rectangular proportions designated by the Golden Section
Mean. This translates to approximately an 8:5 aspect ratio (640 by 400 pixels).
By the end of Part I, the rectangular screen starts to shift proportions
-- the vertical
dimension begins to increase and the screen proportion becomes a 4:3 aspect
ratio (640 by 480 pixels
- the standard cinematic ratio).
True Nature, Part II: The imagination journey
This part was inspired by
Impressionist and Fauvist
painting styles. (See Figures
7 and 8.)The journey needs
a more flowing movement. Figure 7: A study example Figure 8: Original storyboard
of Fauvist painting. sketch influenced by Fauvist
The smooth feeling was Painting style.
enhanced by the oil painting brush stroke. Without the limited palettes as used
in Part I, colors were used extensively in brighter and more varied schemes.
Shape and form then became more free for sketching and painting compared
to the geometric drawing in the Part I.
True Nature, Part The natural world
The concluding part of
True Nature combines a
moderation of geometric
forms with mostly natural
shapes. Bright color
Figure 9, 10: Original storyboard sketches from Part III, the
schemes and oil brush
natural world.
strokes were continuously applied as in Part II. Black and white were applied at
the conclusion so as to return it to the
'beginning'
of the work which also started
in black and white. (See Figures 9 and 10.)
Character design & development:
Thecharacter design for the man and the girl are meant to be
harmonized with the design of the environment. On the other hand,
the
characters'
figures should stand out of the background itself.
To begin with, a character was created from basic geometric shapes such as a
circle and rectangle. The man characterwas originally sketched to represent a real
person, an architecture professor. The
rv
scale and shape of the man were
constantly developed by repetition of
drawings on the same character until it
became stabilized into its final form.
Eventually, the character became more
simple in shape; for instance, circle hands
Figure 11: Early sketches for the man character
replaced the original realistic hands with inspired from a real person, an architecture
professor.





Figure 12: Design development of the man character.
The girl character was modeled on my girlfriend.
She was developed from the original cartoon-like
style into a more geometric form to be fitted with
the man and the background. (More images are
found in Appendix D.)
Figure 13: Comparison between an
early sketch and the final design of
the girl character.
Production
Imagery created by metamorphosis is difficult to edit or to change at
a later time. Therefore, the storyboard is a critical reference for
animating each scene.
ANIMATION
(Software used: Macromedia Flash)
True Nature, Part I: The geometric village
Cubist painting influenced the characteristics of the geometric environment in
Part I. It was a challenge to me to bring a geometric world into a dynamic
treatment through metamorphosis. I had to learn about the
metamorphosis technique itself, and then I had to find a way
to apply metamorphosis in a geometric world.
. . .
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done on paper with
hand drawing.
My work started with the storyboard. Keyframes were created
for each scene. Initial experiments were done by drawing
sequentially on paper. (See Figure 14) Later on, each drawing
was to be inked, cleaned up, and scanned into a digital image.
However, this was a time consuming method compared to
working directly in digital format. I found that Flash software
was a more efficient tool, providing more advantages. Flash
allows the artist to directly draw
'into'
the computer through
a drawing tablet. It is vector-based, so file sizes are relatively
small compared to a bitmap-based program such as Painter.
There are various drawing tools available in Flash to create
geometric shapes more conveniently. And, Flash also provides
a timeline with Onion Skin function that is helpful to work with
during the animating process.
Besides the metamorphosis that continuely takes place in each scene, there
are also loops of action that were built into the overall movement that give to
the work a unique quivering characteristic. This enhancement of movement, or
continual movement within the animation eliminated any stillness that might result from
the focus on a single space or character at any one time. The animation in Part I remains
alive because of this looping method. This method was also applied in Part III.
Because of the complexity of each frame in terms of its geometrical design, it became
very complicated to color the various fragments within the geometry. I simplified the
coloring process by using an interpolation method in which coloring is interpreted
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Figure 15: The diagram presents a way to create in between keyframes. It is similar to the
interpolation method. This process was also applied in the coloring process.
True Nature, Part II: The imaginary journey
The style in Part II differs greatly from Part I. More fluidity in color transformation
and design metamorphosis takes place, and geometric shapes are de-
emphasized. The story also relaxes somewhat and this allowed me to be more
whimsical and free with the evolving design and metamorphosis. In this part,
space is transformed into a three-dimensional world. The storyboard was a
necessary reference for establishing keyframes, in betweenwhich I could improvise
new ideas and movements. For instance, there is a sequence in Part II where
the animated scenes represent camera movement through the sky, between
the earth's surface, and traveling upwards along a tree. The idea for this treatment
of this sequence was sponteneous at the moment of drawing. Space was also
manipulated during the process of improvisation in the animation, however,
following certain criteria that I had to keep in mind during the process. My criteria
were:
1 . to create negative and positive spaces; for instance, night transforming into day.
(See Figure 1 6.)
2. to express close-up and panoramic relationships through metamorphosis; for
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Figure 16: Idea sketches for the scenes transforming from night into day,






Figure 17: Idea sketches for transfomation from closed-up to panoramic view scene.
Movement in Part II is more fluid than in Part I and Part III, even though itwas created
at a lower frame rate (10 frames-per-second). The reason is that every image was
represented by one frame, while in Part I and III, I used a frame rate of 15 frames-
per-second, which a single image might be repeated in playback for two or three




True Nature, Part III: The natural world




This film was a mixture of character animation and metamorphosis of
the environment. Yet, the character becomes a part of, and is
interchangeable with the environment through the metamorphosis
process.
PENCIL TEST - INKING - SCANNING
(Method: hand drawing, Adobe Premiere)
Initially, a character's movementswere drawn on a light table and then pencil tested
using a small camera to capture into Adobe Premiere. (See Figure 19.) After pencil
testing and making necessary changes in the artwork, each drawingwas inked and
cleaned up before scanning.
Figure 19: Pencil test sketches for the man running down the hill scene.
KEYFRAME
(Software used: Macromedia Director)
After coloring the scanned drawings in Painter, each image was imported into
Director to make a final QuickTime movie that would be composited later with a
background. During this process, I had an opportunity to experiment and adjust the
timing by switching, adding, or deleting frames. The result gave a
'jumpy'
action
quality in the character's movements.
11
TEXTURING & COLORING
After completing the animation for each scene, all imageswere exported from Flash
as image sequences instead of QuickTime movie files. By this process, I was able to
achieve much smaller file sizes without losing image quality compared with QuickTime
movie files with the highest compression. The next step was to add textures into
images.
TEXTURING
(Software used: Adobe Photoshop)
Exported imagery was filtered in Photoshop using various effects. Therewere many
experiments done before deciding on the final quality of line and texture. This quality
varies throughout the work. For instance, in Part I, it is very geometric in design with
a rugged line quality. Part II has a bolder line and paintbrush quality. Part III is a
combination of line and texture characteristics from the former two parts with a
greater proportion of paintbrush effects. (See Figure 20.)
Figure 20: Line quality from three different parts of the movie (Left to Right: Part I, Part II, Part I
These were my settings for image processing in Photoshop:
- Brightness 30 % + Contrast 1 5 %
- Water Color (Brush detail 1 4 - Shadow 0 - Texture 1 )
orWater Color -Fresco (1-10-1)
- Switching from Grayscale to RGB
- Filling background with Gray
(R130- G130 - B130)
12
COLORING
(Software used: MetaCreations Painter)
Besides line and texture, variations in color schemes were also manipulated in the
different sequences of the movie.
True Nature, Part I: The geometric village
Color schemes are limited and presented in dark and
saturated atmospheres. The number of colors were
created in a palette over the pencil stroke texture layer
(created in Painter). (See Figure 21.) Each color was
opened and used as reference to be cloned for each Figure 21 : Color applied
over the pencil stroke
drawing (note: Paint Bucket toolwith the cloning source) . texture.
Every single image in between two scenes had to be opened and compared
to each other when coloring. For instance, if there were 7 frames in between
scene A and B, those frames were opened and placed next to each other.
Similar to the animation process, interpolation was used in between keyframes.
This interpolation affected not only the overall frame, but the distinct and many
shapes contained within the frame. This was a difficult and slow process, but it
was worth it because the results were very satisfactory. (See Figure 22.)
Figure 22: Each keyframe in between any two shots was colored by the comparison of two
adjacent keyframes. Inside each frame, every single geometric shape was painted using Painter.
13
True Nature, Part II: The imagination journey
Color schemes were less saturated with more pastel characteristics. Colorswere
also applied in more variety and with more freedom compared to the limited
colors in Part I. Color design on the original storyboard was adjusted to new
schematics and then applied for a pastel look.
Coloring in between frames in Part IIwas done similarly
to the laborious coloring done in Part I. There was no
specified color palette in this part; and brush stroke
was applied by digitally
'smearing'
over each colored
image. In some in-between frames, the background
was leftwhite to avoid a dizzying, overloaded space.
(See Figures 23 and 24.)
Figure 23: In Part II, brush





Figure 24: The method of coloring images in Part II is similar to Part I. Color schemeswere
applied in more varietywithout the limited color palette used in Part I. As well, the brush
stroke enhances the image with a smooth and fluid quality.
14
True Nature, Part III: The natural world




each frame. (See Figures 25 and 26.)
Figure 25: In Part II, each image was exported from Flash to be texturized in Photoshop, and
then colored and smeared over in Painter.
Figure 26: Part III uses a similar technique and style of coloring as in Part II.
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COMPOSITING
(Software used: Adobe After Effects)
After finishing the filtering and coloring process, all images were re-imported into
Flash. Each image was placed in position relative to its original keyframes. Again,
frames were exported as image sequences and were re-opened (open as Image
Sequence) as a QuickTime movie. Compared to the direct export as a QuickTime
movie, this more complicated way can minimize the original huge file sizes, yet retain
good image
quality.*
(See the step diagram below.)
Diagram of Exported Image files/ QuickTime movie files
Export as Image Sequence from Flash
Filter and color in Photoshop
Re-import into Flash and Export as Image Sequence
Open Image Sequence in QuickTime and save as QuickTime Movie
In After Effects, several layers of movie clips were composited together, and this
included the layer of character action sequences.
There was an accidental effects discovery which occurred while working on the
character and background layers. This effect became a prominent attribute of this
work. Namely, the semblance of 'jump
cutting'
in the work made by placing the
same character in two different sizes in adjacent frames. The character continuously
shifts its proportion, and this seems to emphasize the character's emotion and
contributes a unique
'feel'
to the action during specific moments of the movie.
*
It must be mentioned that a few scenes were done differently. For the final credits of the 1 6
movie, there is some looping using Flash Action Script. To keep it animated in its original
form, this had to be first exported as a QuickTime movie, not as an Image Sequence.
Figure 27 below demonstrates the building of the layers of the composition.
In the background layer is a drawing of the character. This character drawing is a
dynamic changing fusion through metamorphosis with the background. Character
movement and action of the background scenewereworked separately, but always
with respect to how they would integrate during compositing. Original character
drawings from an animation clip had a different scale, usually larger, than the
character drawings inside the background image. While putting the character layer
on the top of the background layer, two different adjacent character scales provided











Figure 27: In After Effects, several layers of movies were put together, including background layers
and character animation movie clips to achieve the final compositing layer.
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SOUND
(Software used: Sound Edit 16)
An early idea for the sound for True Nature was to create an electronic musical track
with sound effects. I felt that an electronic score might enhance the journey emphasis
of themovie because of the possibility to create sound that supports and compliments
a continuously changing mood and feeling.
I experimented with musical sound loops*, and found a number of styles and rhythms
that worked well with the images. For instance, in Part I, percussion seemed to
complement the mood of the metamorphosis of the geometric pieces that move
within and in between adjacent frames. More ambients natural sounds seemed to
workwell in Part II during the journey through the landscape.
My final soundtrack for True Nature became a mixture of several pre-recorded sound
loops and sound effects. Loops had to be adjusted fortempo with respect to each
other and the visuals before being mixed together. Part I and III had a higher tempo,
while Part II was slower and more relaxed.
The overall character of the final soundtrack was of a lesser quality than anticipated.
The reason for thiswas that the sampling rates of the original sound loops downloaded
from the Internetwere lower and inconsistent from loop to loop, and when the loops
were adjusted in SoundEdit 16 for a continuous sound sampling rate, it caused the
distortion heard on the final soundtrack.
This soundtrack problem became extremely evident in playback on DV tape and
VHS tape formats, but was not perceived while working with the sound in the
computer.
'
Sound loopswere downloaded from the Internet with free license. (See Appendix E) 1 8
Post-Production
TRANSFER TO DV Tape/ VHS
(Software used: Final Cut Pro)
Final Cut Pro was the software available for editing and transfering from QuickTime
files onto either digital or analog media. QuickTime movies were imported and
rendered to be playable in real-time before being transferred onto DV and VHS
video tape formats used for screenings. (Playback in VHS format is still favored by
many international animation festivals for preview of submitted works.)
19
APPENDIX A: ORIGINAL THESIS PROPOSAL
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Treatment for Thesis: True Nature
Premise: When you look back to your origin, you will find your true nature.
Treatment:
A paper pops up the drawings into the world of geometric environment: perpendicular trees with
green sphere, rectangular cloud with gray sky. A perfectly geometric village pops up after as box
like buildings. Axial streets with linear and perpendicular direction lead the movements of villagers
to move continuously. At one small comer, a small room lights up. Inside are lots of drawings
covering every wall, floor, and ceiling like decorated wallpaper. A big table in the center is filled
with overscale tools -circular templates, rulers, compasses, etc.
One man moves all of his tools into a cart, and looks at a small piece of paper. He heads off to the
street and in a few moments he reaches the other side of the village. On the hill outside the village,
he clumsily walks on the grass. At the steep hill, he can't handle his heavy cart, and it falls down to
the bottom. In the darkness, he sees dim light from a cottage. Then, the door opens with a girl, who
invites him to come inside.
All tools in the cart at the bottom of the hill transform into basic geometrical forms.
The man looks around the room and notices a broken dinning table. He grasps a pencil and pieces
of paper from his pocket and starts drawing a new table. His hand is unstable without a tool on the
other hand, and that makes him draw lines imperfectly. He redraws over again and again. The
organic shapes pop up as flowers, clouds, waves, stars, and leaves. He continues drawing new
shapes, the imperfect shapes. Those drawings bring them into a beautiful and mysterious world
that then changes into other exotic places from time to time.
The final world that transforms is the man's village. He draws a curve path leading to his cottage. In
his room, he redraws all the pictures covering on the wall, floor, and ceiling. The village
metamorphoses as he redraws each drawing.
"Perfect"
lines disappear; curves replace straight
lines, organic forms replace axial, colorful seasons replace monotonous gray sky, nature joins the
village, people slow down and start to communicate to each other. Some of them draw pictures
to communicate. New pictures of the village pop up differently, rhythmically, and vividly. The
original drawing of the village shows a new lively and harmonious world.
Technique:
The primary animation process of this movie will be metamorphosis using pencil sketching and
digital drawing. I may also simulate camera movements and create and animate basic
geometrical forms using 3-D software.
Metamorphosis
is the ability for an image to literally change into another completely different image, for example,
through the evolution of the line, the shift in formations of clays, or the manipulation of objects or
environments. . . The ability to metamorphose images means that it is possible to create a fluid
linkage of images through the process of animation itself rather than through editing, although, of
course, editing may also be employed in the same film. . . Metamorphosis also legitimizes the
process of connecting apparently unrelated images, forging original relationships between lines,
objects, etc., and disrupting established notions of classical storytelling. Metamorphosis can resist
logical developments and determine unpredictable linearities (both temporal and spatial) that
constitute different kinds of narrative construction. It can aiso achieve transformations in figures
and objects which essentially narrate those figures and objects, detailing, by implication, their
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APPENDIX B: ORIGINAL STORYBOARD
(Media used for storyboard: pencil sketches/ colored pencils/ acrylic colors)
Story has also been slightly developed through the working process. The difference
from the original is that a girl disappears after the journey. This is to make the working
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Storyboard sketches for True Nature, Part I, the geometric village.









































Storyboard sketches for True Nature, Part II, the imagination journey.
Idea sketches for the geometric village.
Sketches for landscape sceneries in True Nature, Part II, the imagination journey.




































Design and development of the man character.
c: \: M^-%
Design and development of the man character.
Design and development of the girl character.
Design and development of the man and the girl character.
11
Sketches for movements of the man falling down the hill.
12
APPENDIX E: CREDIT ON SOUND LOOPS
All sound loops were free downloaded from <http://www.flashkit.com>
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